Elementary Distance Learning Critical Standards for the Remainder of the 2019-2020 School Year
Grade Level: Kindergarten

MATH

Social Studies

Unit 5 Standards

Social Studies
Skills

K.G.1 Describe objects by their shape

SSS1:

Uses critical reasoning skills to analyze and evaluate claims.

K.G.3 Identify 2D/3D shapes

Enduring
Understanding:

Knows that there are many points of view to an argument and can
share one's own position with evidence.

Unit 6 Standards

SSS1.K.1

State and clarify one's point of view.

K.CC.6 Greater than, less than, equal to

SSS1.K.2

Evaluate the fairness of one's point of view.

SSS1.K.3

State own viewpoints on fairness and listen to viewpoints of
classmates and teacher.

K.G.1 Describe objects by their shape

SSS1.K.4

Retell a sequence of events that have happened over time.

Unit 7 Standards

SSS3:

Deliberates public issues.

Enduring

Knows that there are many ideas, issues, and conflicts going on in

Understanding:

the world around one and can listen in order to understand the
different points of view and use one's own voice to enact change.

SSS3.K.1

Share their own viewpoints and give respectful attention to the

K.CC.7 Compare two numbers from 1-10

K.CC.3 Write numbers 0-20

viewpoints of others.

ELA
Reading

K.RL.1 With prompting and support, ask and answer questions about key
details in a text.

PE

K.RL.2 With prompting and support, retell familiar stories, including key
details.

Outcome:

Demonstrate static balance on different bases of support. PE1.3.K

K.RL.9 With prompting and support, compare and contrast the adventures

Outcome:

Demonstrate rhythmic skills in response to teacher-led creative
activities. PE1.5.K

Standard:

3. Students will demonstrate the knowledge and skills to achieve
and maintain a health-enhancing level of physical activity and

and experiences of characters in stories.
Writing

K.W.1 Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and writing to compose
opinion pieces in which they tell a reader the topic or the name of the book

they are writing about and state an opinion or preference about the topic
or book (e.g., My favorite book is . . .).
K.W.2 Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and writing to compose

fitness.
Outcome:

Recognize active and inactive behaviors. PE3.1.K

Outcome:

Recognize moving fast causes faster heartbeat and faster
breathing. PE3.3.K

Outcome:

Participate in developmentally appropriate activities to improve
overall fitness. PE3.6.K

Standard:

4. Students will exhibity personal and social behavior that respects
self and others.

informative/explanatory texts in which they name what they are writing
about and supply some information about the topic.

K.W.3 Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and writing to narrate a

single event or several loosely linked events, tell about the events in the
order in which they occurred, and provide a reaction to what happened.
Language

K.L.1 Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English
grammar and usage when writing or speaking.

K.L.2 Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English
capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing.

Outcome:

Demonstrate responsible behavior when prompted. PE4.1.K

FOSS kit - Materials and Motion/NGSS Physical Science

Outcome:

Demonstrate how to follow directions. PE4.2.Kb

K-PS2-1: Plan and conduct an investigation to compare the effects of

Outcome:

Demonstrate taking turns. PE4.4.Kb

Science

different strengths or different directions of pushes and pulls on the motion

of an object.
K-PS2-2: Analyze data to determine if a design solution works as intended
to change the speed or direction of an object with a push or a pull.

Health

K-PS3-1. Make observations to determine the effect of sunlight on Earth's
surface.

Core Idea:

Wellness

K-PS3-2. Use tools and materials to design and build a structure that will

Standard:

1. Students will comprehend concepts related to health promotion

reduce the warming effect of sunlight on an area.

K-ESS3-3: Communicate solutions that will reduce the impact of humans
on the land, water, air, and/or other living things in the local environment.

and disease prevention to enhance health.
Outcome:

Recognize meaning of healthy and unhealthy. H1.W1.K

K-2-ETS1-1: Ask questions, make observations, and gather

Outcome:

Recognize basic hygiene practices. H1.W2.Ka

Outcome:

Understand germs can cause diseases. H1.W3.Ka

Outcome:

Identify ways germs are transmitted. H1.W3.Kb

information about a situation people want to change to define a

simple problem that can be solved through the development of a
new or improved object or tool.

K-2-ETS1-2: Develop a simple sketch, drawing, or physical
model to illustrate how the shape of an object helps it function as
needed to solve a given problem.
K-2-ETS1-3: Analyze data from tests of two objects designed to

solve the same problem to compare the strengths and weaknesses
of how each performs.
SEP (Science & Engineering Practices)

Asking questions and defining problems in K-2 builds on prior experiences and
progresses to simple descriptive questions that can be tested.
Modeling in K-2 builds on prior experiences and progresses to include using and
developing models (i.e., diagram, drawing, physical replica, diorama, dramatization,
or storyboard) that represent concrete events or design solutions.
Planning and carrying out investigations to answer questions or test solutions to
problems in K-2 builds on prior experiences and progresses to simple
investigations, based on fair tests, which provide data to support explanations or
design solutions.
Analyzing data in K-2 builds on prior experiences and progresses to collecting,
recording, and sharing observations
Mathematical and computational thinking in K-2 builds on prior experience and
progresses to recognizing that mathematics can be used to describe the natural and
designed world(s).
Constructing explanations and designing solutions in K-2 builds on prior
experiences and progresses to the use of evidence and ideas in constructing
evidencebased accounts of natural phenomena and designing solutions.
Engaging in argument from evidence in K-2 builds on prior experiences and
progresses to comparing ideas and representations about the natural and designed
world(s).
Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information in K-2 builds on prior
experiences
and uses observations and texts to communicate new information.

Outcome:

Describe symptoms that occur when a person is sick. H1.W3.Kc

Standard:

5. Students will demonstrate the ability to use decision-making skills

Outcome:

Identify situations when a health-related decision is needed. H5.W7.

to enhance health.

K
Core Idea:

Social Emotional Health

Standard:

1. Students will comprehend concepts related to health promotion

Outcome:

Identify characteristics of stress. H1.So3.K

Outcome:

Identify different kinds of emotions. H1.So4.Ka

Outcome:

Identify appropriate ways to express and manage emotions. H1.So4.

and disease prevention to enhance health.

Kb

Art

Space
Use the element space and spatial devices in various environments, in

works of two- and three-dimensional art, and in a variety of media to
demonstrate/portray the following:
□ baseline □ over/under □ above/below □ beside □ behind/in front

Shape & Form
Produce shapes and forms in a variety of artworks and media to discover
the following:
□ geometric shapes and forms □ organic shapes and forms

Elementary Distance Learning Consolidated Activities for the Remainder of the 2019-2020 School Year

Grade Level: 1st Grade

MATH
Unit 5 Standards

Social Studies
Social Studies
Skills

1.G.1 Draw a 2-D shape with defining attributes

SSS1:

Uses critical reasoning skills to analyze and evaluate claims.

1.G.2 Create a composite shape by composing 2-D or 3-D shapes

Enduring
Understanding:

Knows that there are many points of view to an argument and can
share one's own position with evidence.

Unit 6 Standards

SSS1.1.1

Distinguish different points of view on one event.

1.OA.4 Solve subtraction problems by finding an unknown addend

SSS1.1.2

Use questioning strategies.

1.OA.6 Add and subtract fluently within 10

SSS1.1.3

Retell the sequence of events that have happened over time.

1.OA.8 Solve for the unknown in an addition or subtraction equation
involving 3 whole numbers

SSS3:

Deliberates public issues.

Enduring
Understanding:

Knows that there are many ideas, issues, and conflicts going on in
the world around one and can listen in order to understand the

Unit 7 Standards

different points of view and use one's own voice to enact change.
SSS3.1.1

1.NBT.1 Count to 120, starting with any number less than 120, including 0 or 1

Engage in discussions to learn about different points of view on
issues that impact their communities.

1.NBT.1Read and write numerals to 120

PE

Standard:

1. Students will demonstrate competency in a variety of motor skills
and movement patterns.

Outcome:

Demonstrate static balance on different bases of support with

ELA

different body shapes. PE1.3.1

Reading

Outcome:

1.RL.2 Retell stories, including key details, and demonstrate understanding of

Demonstrate weight transfer from one body part to another in
selfspace. PE1.4.1

1.RL.1 Ask and answer questions about key details in a text.
Outcome:

Demonstrate rhythmic skills combining locomotor and
nonlocomotor movement. PE1.5.1

their central message or lesson.

Standard:
1.RL.9 Compare and contrast the adventures and experiences of characters

and maintain a health-enhancing level of physical activity and
fitness.

in stories.
Writing
1.W.1 Write opinion pieces in which they introduce the topic or name the
book they are writing about, state an opinion, supply a reason for the

3. Students will demonstrate the knowledge and skills to achieve

Outcome:

Explain difference between physical activity and inactivity. PE3.1.1

Outcome:

Recognize physical activity makes the body more fit. PE3.3.1

Outcome:

Participate in developmentally appropriate activities to improve
overall fitness. PE3.6.1

opinion, and provide some sense of closure.

1.W.2 Write informative/explanatory texts in which they name a topic, supply
some facts about the topic, and provide some sense of closure.

1.W.3 Write narratives in which they recount two or more appropriately

Standard:

sequenced events, include some details regarding what happened, use

4. Students will exhibit personal and social behavior that respects

self and others.

temporal words to signal event order, and provide some sense of closure.

Outcome:
Language

Demonstrate working independently with others in a variety of
environments. PE4.4.1a

Outcome:

Recognize conflict resolution skills. PE4.4.1b

NGSS - Earth/Space Science - FOSS Kit - Air and Weather

Core Idea:

Wellness

1-ESS1-1. Use observations of the Sun, Moon, and stars to
describe patterns that can be predicted.

Standard:

1. Students will comprehend concepts related to health promotion

[Clarification Statement:
Examples of patterns could include that the sun and moon appear

Outcome:

Describe basic hygiene practices. H1.W2.1

1-ESS1-2. Make observations at different times of the year to
relate the amount of daylight to the time of year. [

Outcome:

Understand which elements of hygiene are essential to good
health. H1.W2.Kb

[Clarification Statement: Emphasis is on relative comparisons of the
amount of daylight in the winter to the amount in the spring or fall.]

Outcome:

Describe ways to prevent the spread of germs. H1.W3.1a

Outcome:

Understand differences between communicable and

1.L.2 Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English
capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing.

Science

Health

and disease prevention to enhance health.

to rise in one part of the sky, move across the sky, and set; and stars
other than our sun are visible at night but not during the day.]

[Assessment Boundary: Assessment of star patterns is limited to
stars being seen at night and not during the day.]

[Assessment Boundary: Assessment is limited to relative amounts of

daylight, not quantifying the hours or time of daylight.]
ESS2.D: Weather and climate

What regulates weather and climate? [Weather is the combination

noncommunicable diseases. H1.W3.1b

of sunlight, wind, snow or rain, and temperature in a particular
region at a particular time. People measure these conditions to

describe and record the weather and to notice patterns over time.
ESS3.A: Natural resources

Core Idea:

Social Emotional Learning

Core Idea:

Social Emotional Learning

Standard:

1. Students will comprehend concepts related to health promotion
and disease prevention to enhance health.

How do humans depend on Earth's resources? [Living things need
water, air, and resources from the land, and they try to live in

places that have the things they need. Humans use natural
resources for everything they do: for example, they use soil and
water to grow food, wood to burn to provide heat or to build

shelters, and materials such as iron or copper extracted from Earth
to make cooking pans.]
PS1.A: Structure and properties of matter How do particles combine to form

the variety of matter one observes? [Different kinds of matter exist (e.g.,
wood, metal, water), and many of them can be either solid or liquid,

depending on temperature. Matter can be described and classified by its

observable properties, by its uses, and by whether it occurs naturally or is
manufactured.]

SEP (Science & Engineering Practices)

Asking questions and defining problems in K-2 builds on prior experiences and
progresses to simple descriptive questions that can be tested.
Modeling in K-2 builds on prior experiences and progresses to include using and
developing models (i.e., diagram, drawing, physical replica, diorama, dramatization,
or storyboard) that represent concrete events or design solutions.
Planning and carrying out investigations to answer questions or test solutions to
problems in K-2 builds on prior experiences and progresses to simple
investigations, based on fair tests, which provide data to support explanations or
design solutions.
Analyzing data in K-2 builds on prior experiences and progresses to collecting,
recording, and sharing observations

Outcome:

Recognize positive and negative effects of stress. H1.So3.1

Outcome:

Recognize importance of being sensitive to others' feelings. H1.So4.1b

Standard:

4. Students will demonstrate ability to use interpersonal

Outcome:

Describe appropriate wasys to express emotions. H4.So4.2

Mathematical and computational thinking in K-2 builds on prior experience and
progresses to recognizing that mathematics can be used to describe the natural and
designed world(s).
Constructing explanations and designing solutions in K-2 builds on prior
experiences and progresses to the use of evidence and ideas in constructing

Standard:

7. Students will demonstrate the ability to practice health
enhancing behaviors and avoid or reduce health risks.

Outcome:

Identify basic stress management techniques. H7.So3.1

communication skills to enhance health and avoid or reduce

health risks.

Art
Space
Use the element space and spatial devices in various environments, in

works of two- and three-dimensional art, and in a variety of media to
demonstrate/portray the following:
□ baseline □ over/under □ above/below □ beside □ behind/in front

Shape & Form
Produce shapes and forms in a variety of styles, artworks, and media,

including digital media, to demonstrate the following:
□ geometric shapes and forms □ organic shapes and forms

Elementary Distance Learning Consolidated Activities for the Remainder of the 2019-2020 School Year

Grade Level: 2nd Grade

MATH

Social Studies

Unit 5 Standards

Social Studies
Skills

2.NBT.1 Understand Place Value

SSS1:

Uses critical reasoning skills to analyze and evaluate claims.

Enduring

Knows that there are many points of view to an argument and can

Understanding:

share one's own position with evidence.

SSS1.2.1

Explain how multiple points of view on local issues shape decisions

SSS1.2.2

Construct an argument with reasons to support a point of view.

SSS1.2.3

Develop an explanation about an historical outcome using correct

2.NBT.2 Skip Counting within 1000
Unit 6 Standards

made within a community.

2.OA.4 Arrays

sequence and relevant information to support a point of view.

2.G.1 Recognize shape attributes
2.G.3 Equal parts of whole

SSS3:

Deliberates public issues.

Enduring

Knows that there are many ideas, issues, and conflicts going on in

Understanding:

the world around one and can listen in order to understand the

Unit 7 Standards

different points of view and use one's own voice to enact change.

SSS3.2.1

Identify and explain a range of local, regional, and global problems,

SSS3.2.2

Identify ways to take action to help address local, regional, and

SSS3.2.3

Use listening, consensus-building, and voting procedures to decide

and some ways in which people are trying to address them.

2.MD.1 Measure the length cm/M

2.G.3 Describe equal parts of a whole

global problems.

2.OA.1 Solve 1 and 2 step story problems +/- within 100

on and take action in their classrooms.

ELA

PE
Standard:

1. Students will demonstrate competency in a variety of motor skills

2.RL.1 Ask and answer such questions as who, what, where, when, why, and
how to demonstrate understanding of key details in a text.

Outcome:

Demonstrate static balance on different bases of support,

2.RL.3 Describe how characters in a story respond to major events and
challenges.

Outcome:

Demonstrate weight transfer from feet to different bases of support
for static or dynamic balance. PE1.4.2

2.RI.9 Compare and contrast the most important points presented by two

Outcome:

Demonstrate rhythmic skills combining locomotor, nonlocomotor,
and manipulative skills. PE1.5.2

Standard:

3. Students will demonstrate the knowledge and skills to achieve
and maintain a health-enhancing level of physical activity and

Reading

and movement patterns.

combining levels and shapes. PE1.3.2

texts on the same topic.

Writing

fitness.

2.W.1 Write opinion, introduce the topic or book, state an opinion, supply

Outcome:

Identify benefits of being physically active. PE3.1.2

Outcome:

Identify locations to palpate pulse rate. PE3.3.2b

Outcome:

Participate in developmentally appropriate activities to improve
overall fitness. PE3.6.2

Standard:

4. Students will exhibit personal and social behavior that respects
self and others.

Outcome:

Accept responsibility and consequences for following rules and
protocols. PE4.2.2

reasons that support the opinion, use linking words (e.g., because, and,

also) to connect opinion and reasons, and provide a concluding statement
or section.
2.W.2 Write informative/explanatory texts in which they introduce a topic,

use facts and definitions to develop points, and provide a concluding
statement or section.
2.W.3 Write narratives, recount a well-elaborated event or short sequence

of events, include details to describe actions, thoughts, and feelings, use
temporal words to signal event order, and provide a sense of closure.
Language
2.L.2 Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English

capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing.

Science

Outcome:

Demonstrate conflict resolution skills. PE4.4.2b

Outcome:

Apply safety principles in physical activities (with self, with peers,
with equipment). PE4.5.2

Solids and Liquids - FOSS Kit Focus - Physical Science

2-PS1-1. Plan and conduct an investigation to describe and classify different

kinds of materials by their observable properties.

Health

[Clarification Statement: Observations could include color, texture,
hardness, and flexibility. Patterns could include the similar properties that

different materials share.]

Core Idea:

2-PS1-2. Analyze data obtained from testing different materials to
determine which materials have the properties that are best suited for an

intended purpose

Wellness

1. Students will comprehend concepts related to health promotion

Standard:

and disease prevention to enhance health.

Outcome:

Describe basic hygiene practices. H1.W2.1

Outcome:

Understand which elements of hygiene are essential to good
health. H1.W2.Kb

[Clarification Statement: Examples of properties could include strength,
flexibility, hardness, texture, and absorbency.] [Assessment Boundary:

Assessment of quantitative measurements is limited to length.]
2-PS1-3. Make observations to construct an evidence-based account of
how an object made of a small set of pieces can be disassembled and

made into a new object.
[Clarification Statement: Examples of pieces could include blocks, building

bricks, or other assorted small objects.]

Outcome:

2-PS1-4. Construct an argument with evidence that some changes caused
by heating or cooling can be reversed and some cannot

Describe ways to prevent the spread of germs. H1.W3.1a
Understand differences between communicable and

Outcome:

noncommunicable diseases. H1.W3.1b

[Clarification Statement: Examples of reversible changes could include

materials such as water and butter at different temperatures. Examples of
irreversible changes could include cooking an egg, freezing a plant leaf,

and heating paper.]

5. Students will demonstrate the abillity to use decision-making

Standard:

skills to enhance health.

Outcome:

can be made individually and when assistance is needed. H5.W7.1

Core Idea:

Social Emotional Health

K-2-ETS1-1. Ask questions, make observations, and gather information about
a situation people want to change to define a simple problem that can be

solved through the development of a new or improved object or tool.

Differentiate between situations when a health-related decision

K-2-ETS1-2. Develop a simple sketch, drawing, or physical model to illustrate
how the shape of an object helps it function as needed to solve a given
problem.
K-2-ETS1-3. Analyze data from tests of two objects designed to solve the
same problem to compare the strengths and weaknesses of how each

performs.
SEP (Science & Engineering Practices)

Asking questions and defining problems in K-2 builds on prior experiences and
progresses to simple descriptive questions that can be tested.
Modeling in K-2 builds on prior experiences and progresses to include using and
developing models (i.e., diagram, drawing, physical replica, diorama, dramatization,
or storyboard) that represent concrete events or design solutions.
Planning and carrying out investigations to answer questions or test solutions to
problems in K-2 builds on prior experiences and progresses to simple
investigations, based on fair tests, which provide data to support explanations or
design solutions.
Analyzing data in K-2 builds on prior experiences and progresses to collecting,
recording, and sharing observations
Mathematical and computational thinking in K-2 builds on prior experience and
progresses to recognizing that mathematics can be used to describe the natural and
designed world(s).

1. Students will comprehend concepts related to health promotion

Standard:

and disease prevention to enhance health.

Outcome:

Identify causes of stress. H1.So3.2a

Outcome:

Describe stress management techniques. H1.So3.2b

Outcome:

Understand relationship between emotions and behaviors. H1.So4.2

4. Students will demonstrate the ability to use interpersonal
communication skills to enhance health and avoid or reduce
Standard:

health risks.

Topic:

Expressing Emotions

Art

Constructing explanations and designing solutions in K-2 builds on prior
experiences and progresses to the use of evidence and ideas in constructing
evidencebased accounts of natural phenomena and designing solutions.

Space

Use the element space and spatial devices in various environments, in works of
Engaging in argument from evidence in K-2 builds on prior experiences and
progresses to comparing ideas and representations about the natural and designed
world(s).
Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information in K-2 builds on prior
experiences
and uses observations and texts to communicate new information.

two- and three-dimensional art, and in a variety of media to demonstrate/portray
the following:
□ baseline □ over/under □ above/below □ beside □ behind/in front □ foreground □
middle ground □ backgrounds overlap □ sizes placement on a page

Shape & Form
Produce shapes and forms in a variety of styles, artworks, and media to
demonstrate the following:

S geometric shapes and forms S organic shapes and forms S free-form shapes and
forms S positive and negative shapes and forms
Elementary Distance Learning Consolidated Activities for the Remainder of the 2019-2020 School Year

Grade Level: 3rd Grade

MATH

Social Studies
Social Studies
Skills

Unit 5 Standards

3.OA.1 Interpret products of whole numbers

SSS1:

Uses critical reasoning skills to analyze and evaluate claims.

Enduring
Understanding:

Knows that there are many ideas, issues, and conflicts going on in
the world around one and can listen in order to understand the
different points of view and use one's own voice to enact change.

3.OA.3 Solve multiplication and division story problems with products to 100

Unit 6 Standards

SSS1.3.1

Explain the purpose of documents and the concepts used in them.

SSS1.3.2

Evaluate if information is well accepted and relevant, or if

3.MD.7b Find the area of a rectangle by multiplying its side lengths

3.G.1 Identify rhombuses, rectangles, and squares as quadrilaterals

information is clear, specific, and detailed.

SSS3:

Deliberates public issues.

Enduring

Knows that there are many ideas, issues, and conflicts going on in

Understanding:

the world around one and can listen in order to understand the
different points of view and use one's own voice to enact change.

SSS3.3.1

Engage others in discussions that attempt to clarify and address

3.G.1 Identify shared attributes of shapes in different categories
Unit 7 Standards

multiple viewpoints on public issues based on key ideals.

3.OA.5 Multiply with commutative, associative, and distributive properties
3.OA.8 Solve two-step story problems using addition, subtraction, and

PE
Standard:

1. Students will demonstrate competency in a variety of motor skills

Outcome:

Demonstrate static and dynamic balance in a variety of activities.
PE1.3.3

Outcome:

Demonstrate weight transfer from feet to hands for momentary
weight support. PE1.4.3

Outcome:

Demonstrate rhythmic skills in a teacher- or studentdesigned
activity. PE1.5.3

Standard:

3. Students will demonstrate the knowledge and skills to achieve

and movement patterns.

multiplication

3.NF.2 Locate fractions on a number line,place fractions in their correct

positions
3.NF.3b Generate and recognize simple equivalent fractions
3.NF.3d Compare two fractions with the same numerator or the same

denominator

and maintain a health-enhancing level of physical activity and
fitness.

ELA

Outcome:

Identify risks associalted with physical inactivity. PE3.1.3

Outcome:

Describe components of health-related fitness. PE3.3.3

Outcome:

Participate in developmentally appropriate activities to improve
overall fitness. PE3.6.3

Standard:

4. Students will exhibit personal and social behavior that respects

Writing

Outcome:

Participate independently for extended periods. PE4.1.3

3.W.1 Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with

Outcome:

Apply conflict resolution skills. PE4.4.3b

Outcome:

Apply safety principles in physical activities (with self, with peers,

Reading
3.RL.1 Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text,

referring explicitly to the text as the basis for the answers.

3.RL.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a
text, distinguishing literal from nonliteral language.

3.RI.9 Compare and contrast the most important points and key details

presented in two texts on the same topic.

self and others.

reasons.
3.W.2 Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey
ideas and information clearly.

with equipment). PE4.5.3

3.W.3 Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events
using effective technique, descriptive details, and clear event sequences.

Language

Health
Core Idea:

Wellness

3.L.4 Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning
words and phrases based on grade 3 reading and content, choosing

Standard:

1. Students will comprehend concepts related to health promotion
and disease prevention to enhance health.

flexibly from a range of strategies.

Science

Outcome:

Identify ways pathogens enter the body. H1.W3.3a

Standard:

2. Students will analyze the influence of family, peers, culture, media,
technology, and other factors on health behaviors.

Outcome:

Describe how media and technology influence health decisions

Standard:

7. Students will demonstrate the ability to practice health

NGSS from Motion and Matter - FOSS Kit - Physical Science

3-PS2-1: Plan and conduct an investigation to provide evidence of the
effects of balanced and unbalanced forces on the motion of an object.
[Clarification Statement: Examples could include an unbalanced force on
one side of a ball can make it start moving; and balanced forces pushing

and behaviors. H2.W4.2

enhancing behaviors and avoid or reduce health risks.

on a box from both sides will not produce any motion at all.] [Assessment
Boundary: Assessment is limited to one variable at a time: number, size, or

direction of forces. Assessment does not include quantitative force size,

only qualitative and relative. Assessment is limited to gravity being
addressed as a force that pulls objects down.]
3-PS2-2: Make observations and/or measurements of an object's motion to

Outcome:

Demonstrate effective hygiene practices. H7.W2.3

Core Idea:

Social Emotional Health

Standard:

1. Students will comprehend concepts related to health promotion

provide evidence that a pattern can be used to predict future motion.
[Clarification Statement: Examples of motion with a predictable pattern

could include a child swinging in a swing, a ball rolling back and forth in a
bowl, and two children on a see-saw.] [Assessment Boundary: Assessment
does not include technical terms such as period and frequency.]
3-PS2-3: Ask questions to determine cause and effect relationships of
electric or magnetic interactions between two objects not in contact with
each other.
3-PS2-4: Define a simple design problem that can be solved by applying

and disease prevention to enhance health.

Outcome:

Explain how the body reacts to stress. H1.So3.3a

Outcome:

Identify personal stressors. H1.So3.3b

Outcome:

Describe importance of being aware of one's own feelings. H1.So4.

scientific ideas about magnets.

3-5-ETS1-1: Define a simple design problem reflecting a need or a want that
includes specified criteria for success and constraints on materials, time, or

cost.
3-5-ETS1-2: Generate and compare multiple possible solutions to a problem
based on how well each is likely to meet the criteria and constraints of the

3a

problem.
3-5-ETS1-3: Plan and carry out fair tests in which variables are controlled
and failure points are considered to identify aspects of a model or

Outcome:

Identify characteristics of self-control. H1.So4.3b

Standard:

7. Students will demonstrate the ability to practice health

prototype that can be improved.
SEP (Science & Engineering Practices)

Asking questions and defining problems in 3-5 builds on K-2 experiences and
progresses to specifying qualitative relationships.
Modeling in 3-5 builds on K-2 experiences and progresses to building and revising
simple models and using models to represent events and design solutions.
Planning and carrying out investigations to answer questions or test solutions to
problems in 3-5 builds on K-2 experiences and progresses to include investigations
that control variables and provide evidence to support explanations or design
solutions.
Analyzing data in 3-5 builds on K-2 experiences and progresses to introducing
quantitative approaches to collecting data and conducting multiple trials of qualitative
observations. When possible and feasible, digital tools should be used.
Mathematical and computational thinking in 3-5 builds on K-2 experiences and
progresses to extending quantitative measurements to a variety of physical
properties and using computation and mathematics to analyze data and compare
alternative design solutions.
Constructing explanations and designing solutions in 3-5 builds on K-2 experiences
and progresses to the use of evidence in constructing explanations that specify
variables that describe and predict phenomena and in designing multiple solutions to
design problems.

Engaging in argument from evidence in 3-5 builds on K-2 experiences and
progresses to critiquing the scientific explanations or solutions proposed by peers by
citing relevant evidence about the natural and designed world(s).
Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information in 3-5 builds on K-2
experiences and progresses to evaluating the merit and accuracy of ideas and
methods.

enhancing behaviors and avoid or reduce health risks.
Outcome:

Identify strategies to manage personal stress. H7.So3.3

Art
Shape & Form

Produce shapes and forms in a variety of styles, artworks, and media, including

digital media, to demonstrate the following:

□ geometric shapes and forms □ organic shapes and forms □ free-form shapes and

forms □ positive and negative shapes and forms

Space

Use the element space and spatial devices in various environments, in works of
two- and three-dimensional art, and in a variety of media to demonstrate/portray

the following:
□ baseline □ over/under □ above/below □ beside □ behind/in front □ foreground □

middle ground □ background □ overlap □ size □ placement on a page

Elementary Distance Learning Consolidated Activities for the Remainder of the 2019-2020 School Year

Grade Level: 4th Grade

MATH

Social Studies
Social Studies
Skills

Unit 5 Standards
4.MD.7 Decompose an Angle, show sum of angle

SSS1:

Uses critical reasoning skills to analyze and evaluate claims.

Enduring
Understanding:

Knows that there are many ideas, issues, and conflicts going on in
the world around one and can listen in order to understand the

4.G.3 Identify and draw lines of symmetry

different points of view and use one's own voice to enact change.

Unit 6 Standards

SSS1.4.1

Identify the concepts used in documents and sources.

4.NBT.5 Multiply a whole number of up to four digits by a one-digit whole
number,

SSS1.4.2

Evaluate primary and secondary sources.

SSS3:

Deliberates public issues.

Enduring
Understanding:

Knows that there are many ideas, issues, and conflicts going on in
the world around one and can listen in order to understand the

4.NBT.6 Find whole-number quotients and remainders

different points of view and use one's own voice to enact change.

4.OA Solve single-step story problems involving division with remainders

SSS3.4.1

Draw on disciplinary concepts to explain the challenges people
have faced and opportunities they have created in addressing
local, regional, and global problems at various times and places.

Unit 7 Standards

4.OA.3 Solve multi-step story problems
4.NF.2 Compare two fractions with differnt numerators and different
denominators

PE
Standard:

and movement patterns.

Outcome:

4.NF.7 Compare two decimal numbers with digits to the hundredths place

Apply static and dynamic balance in a variety of lead-up activities

and smallsided game play. PE1.3.4

Outcome:

Demonstrate weight transfer from feet to hands, varying speed
and using large extensions. PE1.4.4

Outcome:

Demonstrate rhythmic combinations to perform a routine. PE1.5.4

Standard:

3. Students will demonstrate the knowledge and skills to achieve
and maintain a health-enhancing level of physical activity and

ELA
Reading

1. Students will demonstrate competency in a variety of motor skills

4.RI.1 Refer to details and examples in a text when explaining what the text
says explicitly and when drawing inferences from the text

fitness.

4.RI.2 Determine the main idea of a text and explain how it is supported by
key details; summarize the text.

Outcome:

Describe impact of regular physical activity on health. PE3.1.4

4.RI.9 Integrate information from two texts on the same topic in order to

Outcome:

Recognize components of the FITT principle (frequency, intensity,
time, type). PE3.3.4b

Outcome:

Participate in developmentally appropriate activities to improve
overall fitness. PE3.6.4

Standard:

4. Students will exhibit personal and social behavior that respects

write or speak about the subject knowledgeably.
Writing

4.W.1 Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with

self and others.

reasons and information.
4.W.2 Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey

Outcome:

Apply etiquette in physical activities. PE4.2.4

Outcome:

Recognize importance of accepting students of all skill abilities into

ideas and information clearly.
4.W.3 Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events
using effective technique, descriptive details, and clear event sequences.

physical activity. PE4.4.4a

Outcome:

Demonstrate conflict resolution using a variety of strategies. PE4.4.4
b

Outcome:

Apply safety principles in physical activities (with self, with peers,

Language

4.L.4 Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning
words and phrases based on grade 4 reading and content, choosing
flexibly from a range of strategies.

with equipment). PE4.5.3

4.L.5 Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word
relationships, and nuances in word meanings.

Science

Health
Core Idea:

Wellness

Standard:

1. Students will comprehend concepts related to health promotion

NGSS - FOSS Kit Focus - Soils, Rocks, Landforms

4-ESS1-1. Identify evidence from patterns in rock formations and fossils in
rock layers to support an explanation for changes in a landscape over
time.

and disease prevention to enhance health.

Outcome:

List ways to prevent debilitating or lifethreatening diseases. H1.W3.
4a

[Clarification Statement: Examples of evidence from patterns could include

Outcome:

Identify ways to keep the immune system strong. H1.W3.4b

Standard:

3. Students will demonstrate the ability to access valid information

rock layers with marine shell fossils above rock layers with plant fossils and
no shells, indicating a change from land to water over time; and, a canyon
with different rock layers in the walls and a river in the bottom, indicating

that over time a river cut through the rock.] [Assessment Boundary:
Assessment does not include specific knowledge of the mechanism of rock

formation or memorization of specific rock formations and layers.
Assessment is limited to relative time.]

• 4-ESS2-1. Make observations and/or measurements to provide evidence of

and products and services to enhance health.

the effects of weathering or the rate of erosion by water, ice, wind, or
vegetation.

[Clarification Statement: Examples of variables to test could include angle

Outcome:

of slope in the downhill movement of water, amount of vegetation, speed
of wind, relative rate of deposition, cycles of freezing and thawing of water,
4
c-yEcSleSs2-o2f. hAenatliynzge and cinotoelrinpgre, tadnadtvaoflruomemofawpsate
ordfleoswc.r]ib[Aespseasttsemrnesnot f

Investigate validity of health and wellness information, products,
and services. H3.W5.4

Core Idea:

Social Emotional Health

Standard:

1. Students will comprehend concepts related to health promotion

E
Baorutnhd'safreya: tAusrseess. sment is limited to a single form of weathering or erosion.]
[Clarification Statement: Maps can include topographic maps of Earth's
land and ocean floor, as well as maps of the locations of mountains,

and disease prevention to enhance health.

continental boundaries, volcanoes, and earthquakes.]

• 4-ESS3-1. Obtain and combine information to describe that energy and
fuels are derived from natural resources and their uses affect the

Outcome:

Explain emotional reactions to stress. H1.So3.4a

Outcome:

Describe relationship between attitude and stress. H1.So3.4b

Outcome:

Explain how stress management techniques positively impact
health. H1.So3.4c

Standard:

4. Students will demonstrate the ability to use interpersonal

environment.

4-ESS3-2. Generate and compare multiple solutions to reduce the impacts

of natural Earth processes on humans.

• 3-5-ETS1-1: Define a simple design problem reflecting a need or a want
that includes specified criteria for success and constraints on materials,

time, or cost.
3-5-ETS1-2: Generate and compare multiple possible solutions to a problem
based on how well each is likely to meet the criteria and constraints of the

communication skills to enhance health and avoid or reduce
health risks.

problem.
SEP (Science & Engineering Practices)

Outcome:

Explain how expression of emotions may impact others. H4.So4.4a

Asking questions and defining problems in 3-5 builds on K-2 experiences and
progresses to specifying qualitative relationships.
Modeling in 3-5 builds on K-2 experiences and progresses to building and revising
simple models and using models to represent events and design solutions.
Planning and carrying out investigations to answer questions or test solutions to
problems in 3-5 builds on K-2 experiences and progresses to include investigations
that control variables and provide evidence to support explanations or design
solutions.

Outcome:

Understand how to express empathy. H4.So4.4b

Analyzing data in 3-5 builds on K-2 experiences and progresses to introducing
quantitative approaches to collecting data and conducting multiple trials of qualitative
observations. When possible and feasible, digital tools should be used.
Mathematical and computational thinking in 3-5 builds on K-2 experiences and
progresses to extending quantitative measurements to a variety of physical
properties and using computation and mathematics to analyze data and compare
alternative design solutions.
Constructing explanations and designing solutions in 3-5 builds on K-2 experiences
and progresses to the use of evidence in constructing explanations that specify
variables that describe and predict phenomena and in designing multiple solutions to
design problems.

Engaging in argument from evidence in 3-5 builds on K-2 experiences and
progresses to critiquing the scientific explanations or solutions proposed by peers by
citing relevant evidence about the natural and designed world(s).

Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information in 3-5 builds on K-2
experiences and progresses to evaluating the merit and accuracy of ideas and
methods.

Art
Shape & Form

Produce shapes and forms in a variety of styles, artworks, and media, including
digital media, to demonstrate the following:
□ geometric shapes and forms □ organic shapes and forms □ free-form shapes and

forms □ positive and negative shapes and forms □ the illusion of three-dimensional
form on a two-dimensional surface

Space

Use the element space and spatial devices in various environments, in works of

two- and three-dimensional art, and in a variety of media to demonstrate/portray
the following:
□ baseline □ over/under □ above/below □ beside □ behind/in front □ foreground □
middle ground □ background □ overlap □ size □ placement on a page □
detail/diminishing detail □ color/diminishing color

Elementary Distance Learning Consolidated Activities for the Remainder of the 2019-2020 School Year

Grade Level: 5th Grade

MATH

Social Studies

Unit 5 Standards

Social Studies
Skills

5.NF.3 Interpret a fraction as division of the numerator by the denominator

SSS1:

Uses critical reasoning skills to analyze and evaluate claims.

Enduring
Understanding:

Knows that there are many ideas, issues, and conflicts going on in
the world around one and can listen in order to understand the
different points of view and use one's own voice to enact change.

5.NF.5 Interpret multiplication as scaling/resizing
SSS1.5.1

Evaluate the relevance of facts used in forming a position on an

SSS1.5.2

Construct arguments using claims and evidence from multiple

SSS1.5.3

Construct explanations using reasoning, correct sequence,

SSS3:

Deliberates public issues.

Enduring

Knows that there are many ideas, issues, and conflicts going on in
the world around one and can listen in order to understand the

Unit 6 Standards

issue or event.

5.MD.5 Relate volume to the operations of multiplication and addition

sources.

Unit 7 Standards

examples, and details with relevant inform-ation and data.

5.NF.3 Division of fractions and whole numbers

Understanding:

5.NBT.2 Decimal multiplication and division

different points of view and use one's own voice to enact change.

SSS3.5.1

Explain different strategies and approaches students and others
could take in working alone and together to address local, regional,

SSS3.5.2

Use a range of deliberative and democratic procedures to make
decisions about and act on civic problems in their classrooms and

ELA

and global problems, and predict possible results of their actions.

schools.

Reading

5.RL.1 Quote accurately from a text when explaining what the text says
explicitly and when drawing inferences from the text.

5.RL.3 Compare and contrast two or more characters, settings, or events in
a story or drama, drawing on specific details in the text (e.g., how

PE
Standard:

1. Students will demonstrate competency in a variety of motor skills

and movement patterns.

characters interact).
5.RI.2 Determine two or more main ideas of a text and explain how they are

Outcome:

5.RI.9 Integrate information from several texts on the same topic in order to
write or speak about the subject knowledgeably.

Apply static and dynamic balance in a variety of activities,

modified games, and smallsided game play. PE1.3.5

supported by key details; summarize the text.

Outcome:

Apply weight transfer in a variety of activities. PE1.4.5

Outcome:

Create and demonstrate a routine using complex rhythmic

combinations. PE1.5.5

Writing
Standard:

5.W.1 Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with
reasons and information.

3. Students will demonstrate the knowledge and skills to achieve
and maintain a health-enhancing level of physical activity and
fitness.

5.W.2 Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey
ideas and information clearly.

Outcome:

Compare benefits of different levels of physical activity pyramid.
PE3.1.5

5.W.3 Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events
using effective technique, descriptive details, and clear event sequences.

Outcome:

Identify activities used to develop components of health-related
fitness. PE3.3.5a

5.W.9 Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis,

Outcome:

Participate in developmentally appropriate activities to improve
overall fitness. PE3.6.5

Standard:

4. Students will exhibit personal and social behavior that respects

Outcome:

Analyze importance of etiquette in a variety of physical activities.
PE4.2.5

Outcome:

Apply concept of inclusion by inviting students of all skill abilities

Outcome:

Apply conflict resolution using situationally appropriate strategies.

Outcome:

Apply safety principles in physical activities (with self, with peers,

reflection, and research.

self and others.

Language

5.L.4 Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning
words and phrases based on grade 5 reading and content, choosing
flexibly from a range of strategies.

into physical activities. PE4.4.5a

Science

PE4.4.5b

NGSS - FOSS Kit - Mixtures and Solutions

5-PS1-1. Develop a model to describe that matter is made of particles too
small to be seen.

with equipment). PE4.5.5

[Clarification Statement: Examples of evidence could include adding air to
expand a basketball, compressing air in a syringe, dissolving sugar in

water, and evaporating salt water.] [Assessment Boundary: Assessment
does not include the atomic-scale mechanism of evaporation and

Health

condensation or defining the unseen particles.]

5-PS1-2. Measure and graph quantities to provide evidence that regardless
of the type of change that occurs when heating, cooling, or mixing
substances, the total weight of matter is conserved.

Core Idea:

Wellness

[Clarification Statement: Examples of reactions or changes could include

Standard:

1. Students will comprehend concepts related to health promotion
and disease prevention to enhance health.

Outcome:

Explain how family, peers, media, and culture influence decision
making related to hygiene practices. H1.W2.5

Outcome:

Understand relationship between disease prevention and quality of
life. H1.W3.5a

5-PS1-4. Conduct an investigation to determine whether the mixing of two
or more substances results in new substances.

Outcome:

Describe how heredity can affect personal health. H1.W3.5b

• 3-5-ETS1-1. Define a simple design problem reflecting a need or a want

Standard:

2. Students will analyze the influence of family, peers, culture, media,
technology, and other factors on health behaviors.

Outcome:

Analyze how family, peers, media, culture, and technology influence
health decisions and behaviors. H2.W4.5

Standard:

3. Students will demonstrate the ability to access valid information
and products and services to enhance health.

Outcome:

Demonstrate how to access valid information, products, and
services. H3.W5.5

Core Idea:

Social Emotional Health

Standard:

1. Students will comprehend concepts related to health promotion
and disease prevention to enhance health.

Outcome:

Understand ways to manage difficult emotions. H1.So4.5a

Outcome:

Identify resources for managing emotions. H1.So4.5b

Standard:

7. Students will demonstrate the ability to practice health

phase changes, dissolving, and mixing that form new substances.]
[Assessment Boundary: Assessment does not include distinguishing mass
and weight.]

5-PS1-3. Make observations and measurements to identify materials based

on their properties.
[Clarification Statement: Examples of materials to be identified could
include baking soda and other powders, metals, minerals, and liquids.
Examples of properties could include color, hardness, reflectivity, electrical
conductivity, thermal conductivity, response to magnetic forces, and

solubility; density is not intended as an identifiable property.] [Assessment
Boundary: Assessment does not include density or distinguishing mass and
weight.]

that includes specified criteria for success and constraints on materials,
time, or cost.
3-5-ETS1-2. Generate and compare multiple possible solutions to a problem
based on how well each is likely to meet the criteria and constraints of the
problem.

3-5-ETS1-3. Plan and carry out fair tests in which variables are controlled

and failure points are considered to identify aspects of a model or
prototype that can be improved.
SEP (Science & Engineering Practices)

Asking questions and defining problems in 3-5 builds on K-2 experiences and
progresses to specifying qualitative relationships.
Modeling in 3-5 builds on K-2 experiences and progresses to building and revising
simple models and using models to represent events and design solutions.
Planning and carrying out investigations to answer questions or test solutions to
problems in 3-5 builds on K-2 experiences and progresses to include investigations
that control variables and provide evidence to support explanations or design
solutions.
Analyzing data in 3-5 builds on K-2 experiences and progresses to introducing
quantitative approaches to collecting data and conducting multiple trials of qualitative
observations. When possible and feasible, digital tools should be used.
Mathematical and computational thinking in 3-5 builds on K-2 experiences and
progresses to extending quantitative measurements to a variety of physical
properties and using computation and mathematics to analyze data and compare
alternative design solutions.
Constructing explanations and designing solutions in 3-5 builds on K-2 experiences
and progresses to the use of evidence in constructing explanations that specify
variables that describe and predict phenomena and in designing multiple solutions to
design problems.
Engaging in argument from evidence in 3-5 builds on K-2 experiences and
progresses to critiquing the scientific explanations or solutions proposed by peers by
citing relevant evidence about the natural and designed world(s).
Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information in 3-5 builds on K-2
experiences and progresses to evaluating the merit and accuracy of ideas and
methods.

enhancing behaviors and avoid or reduce health risks.
Outcome:

Compare healthy and unhealthy ways to manage stress. H7.So3.5

Standard:

8. Students will demonstrate the ability to advocate for personal,
family, and community health.

Outcome:

List ways to support others in stressful situations. H8.So3.5

Art
Shape & Form

Space

Use the element space and spatial devices in various environments, in works of
Produce shapes and forms in a variety of styles, artworks, and media,

two- and three-dimensional art, and in a variety of media to demonstrate/portray

including digital media, to demonstrate the following:

the following:

□ geometric shapes and forms □ organic shapes and forms □ free-form
shapes and forms □ positive and negative shapes and forms □ the illusion

middle ground □ background □ overlap □ size □ placement on a page □
detail/diminishing detail □ color/diminishing color □ positive and negative

of three-dimensional form on a two-dimensional surface □ realism

space/shape

□ baseline □ over/under □ above/below □ beside □ behind/in front □ foreground □

